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What is a Cannon?

In this show we define cannons as large firearms, to heavy to be
carried by solders:

Bombards, big wall guns, cannons, mortars, organ guns.



Ca.  1320: Four Knights ignite a Fire Barrel
                  according to Walter de Milemete 

The manuscript shows four knights igniting a vase-shaped barrel laying on
a stone table at the touch hole on the side. Using a relatively long glowing
ignition pole, it appears that they are igniting a piece of string sticking out
from the touch hole. An arrow leaves the barrel.

Walter de Milemete, De Secretis O peribus..., 1326



Ca. 1340: Shooter with Loshult Gun 

The so-called Loshult gun from the
year around 1340 that was found
in 1861, in a place called Loshult
in Sweden, has a length of only 30
centimeters. This is the reason it
was portable and ideal to use in
battles. It was however too heavy
to shoot handheld, and most likely
it had to be placed on the ground.
The ignition was accomplished in
the same way as with the Milemete
barrel. 

Hypothetical figure base on shooting trial by the author 



Ca. 1390: Loading of a large Barrel

August Essenwein
Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872

The barrel was loaded in an upright
position with black powder and a
stone ball.

The load, sealed with gras or other
material, was ramed with a wooden
hammer.



Ca. 1390: Dual Barrel Cannon

August Essenwein
Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872

Two barrels are mounted
back to back onto a wooden
mount.

The elevation of the barrel
could be adjusted.

Advantageously the barrel
showing to the foe has to be
ignited.



Ca. 1390: Cannon with three Barrels

This cannon already had a
threaded spindle for the
adjustment of the elevation.

August Essenwein
Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872



Ca. 1390: Wheeled Cannon

August Essenwein
Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872

The bombardier standing
behind a protective shield
ignites the cannon using an
ignition rod.



Ca. 1390: Organ Gun

August Essenwein
Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872

The fire power could remarkably be
increased using an number of
barrels fired at the same time.

It is however not known if all
barrels could be fired at the same
time.



Ca 1405: Bombard

August Essenwein
Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872

A wheeled bombard is located
in a wooden hut with a swing-
up side gate.

This bombard is use to attack
as castle.



1415: Siege of Aarau

According to the chronicles of
Benedict Tschachtlan from 1470,
the so-called bliden catapults held
the city of Aarau under siege in
the year 1415. In this drawing,
the blide is in a right angle to the
artillery. For a siege, this position
does not make a lot of sense
unless the outdated blide was
used as a crane to load the
cannon standing beside it. 

Benedikt Tschachtlan, um 1470?



1444: : Firing onto the Walls of St. Jakob an
             der Birs 

Diepold Schilling, um 1450?

In the official chronicle of Bern,
the drawing segment of Diepold
Schilling illustrates the attempt to
break a wall by shooting at it with
a cannon at close range in the
battle of St. Jakob an der Birs in
1444.
It appears that the helper collects
the used balls, which were still
intact, and carries them back to
the cannon to be reused. Beside
the cannon, prepared sacks of
black powder in a box are visible.



1445: Siege of Laufenburg with Mortar 

Diepold Schilling, um 1450?

According to a drawing of
Diepold Schilling in the Lucern
chronicle of 1513 at the siege of
Laufenburg in the year 1445, a
mortar was used. This mortar
was attached to a carriage made
from wooden beams an had
safety shield. The mortar was
placed directly behind a wall. It
is not clear how the balls were
loaded. 



Ca. 1450: Simple Bombard

August Essenwein
Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872

Mortars laying on wooden
beams have been used to
destroy the fortification walls.

The ignition is done by a prise.



Ca. 1452: Die tolle Grete

C.v.H., Schiesspulver und Feuerwaffen,1865

The bombard «Tolle Grete»
with a weight of 33'000
ponds was in use for the
siege at O udenarde in East
Flanders.

The barrel was forged in
iron and was loaded with
140 pounds of black
powder.



Ca. 1480: German Right Angle Bombard 

Nicolai Marescalei
Institutionum reipublicae militaris, 1515

The work ‘ Institutonum
Republicae Militaris’  of Nicolai
Marescalei from the year 1515,
has a copper edging that shows
a right angle breech loading
bombard, also called an elbow
cannon. These bombards were
apparently very popular in
Germany and were used to
shoot exploding balls. The
reason for the horizontal pipe
stump is not clear to the author. 



Ca. 1505: German Ribalde 

The so-called Ribalde, was a terrifying war tool from around 1500. 
According  to a water color by Nicolaus Glockenthon, in essence
Ribalde consisted of a movable cannon with a shield and multiple
spears  the attached to it.  

Q uelle: G lockenthon, 1505



Ca. 1519: Cannons

Four cannons are ready to
be fired.

The bombardier is firing
the cannon with an
ignition stock.

August Essenwein
Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872



Ca. 1519: For Wheeled Cannon

The copper engraving by
Albrecht Dürer shows a
large cannon on four
wheels. 

August Essenwein, Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872



Ca. 1530: Bombardier preparing Cannons

The bombardier is
loading with a shovel
the black powder into
the barrel.

An assistants in the
foreground loads a
lead ball.

August Essenwein, Q uellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffen, 1872



Ca. 1580: Ignition of a heavy Cannon

C.v.H., Schiesspulver und Feuerwaffen, 1866

The bombardier holds in his
right hand a device for the
adjustment of the elevation.

He uses a firing stick for the
ignition of the cannon.



Ca.  1570: Cannoneer with German Breech
                  Loading Cannon 

The breech loading cannon
had the advantage of no
longer having to be loaded
from the front, which was a
dangerous area. Loading
was considerably easier
and quicker and could be
done by one person. Early
on, experiments with
different lock systems were
carried out. Around the
middle of the 16th century,
only a few breech loading
cannons were used.  

August Demmin, Die Kriegswaffen, 1893



Ca. 1700: Cannoneers Firing Artillery 

Q uelle: Rudolph Schmidt, Feuerwaffen, 1868

A helper takes o powder sack from the powder trunk and hands it to the loader. 
He has already pushed the ball into the barrel and will then push the powder
sack behind it and dose the breech. Another helper puts priming powder onto the
touch hole. He holds a brush in his hand that is later used to clean the barrel
after the shot. The shooter with glowing match stands as for away as possible
from the powder, ready for igniting. 



Ca.  1794: Transport of Cannon Barrel for Repair 

Rudolph Schmidt, Feuerwaffen, 1868

In a copper edging by J.R. Schellenberg of the New Year’s paper ‘Die
Artillerie Wissenschaften’ of 1794, depicts how can a barrel be
transported with a second cannon. 



Ca. 1800: Lord Palmerston Monster Mortar 

During a power euphoria, the mortar built by Von Mallet under the patronage
of Lord Palmerston, had a weight of 52 tons and a caliber of 914 mm. It could
fire balls with a weight of one ton. It had a cast iron breech and a barrel from
iron rods held together by rings. For loading, a special hoist was necessary
and it took several hours to get the mortar ready to shoot.

Q uelle:  C.v.H., Schiesspulver und Feuerwaffen, 1866
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